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Disassembly Analysis of Slates: Design for Repair and Recycling Evaluation

This analysis has been performed independently by Fraunhofer IZM.
Green Electronics Council (GEC) cordially supported this project through financial support to
acquire the devices under test. Green Electronics Council staff commented on interim findings but
did not influence in any way the outcomes of the study.
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Introduction and Objectives

1

Introduction and Objectives

This project was initiated by Fraunhofer IZM, Berlin, to investigate the current
status of slate designs with respect to repair and recycling. Following the
Energy Star definition, slate computing devices are defined “as a type of
computer lacking a physical keyboard, relying solely on touchscreen input,
having solely a wireless network connection (e.g., Wi-Fi, 3G), and primarily
powered from an internal battery (with connection to the mains for charging,
not primary powering of the device).”1 Green Electronics Council supported
this project. An overarching objective upon request by GEC is to create an
independent evidence base for future stakeholder discussions on EPEAT criteria
for slates. It is not the objective of this study to propose such criteria, nor did
the study take into account all facets to define such criteria. Definitely,
additional aspects and arguments need to be considered thoroughly in the
course of the upcoming stakeholder process.
The projects aims to assess the ease of dismantling slates by experimental
teardowns of various devices under test (DUTs), including

1



disassembly processes (based on laboratory findings, no disassembly
under real recycling conditions)



difficulty and need for special tools



methodologies for depollution – battery, circuit board, etc. removal



identification and discussion of good D4R examples (design for repair,
refurbishment, reuse, and recycling)



reflection on best end-of-life practices for repair, life extension,
refurbishment, and upgradability



reflection on suitable product information from manufacturers that
would be of value to repairers, refurbishers and recyclers

In Europe the term tablet, tablet PC or tablet computer is much more frequently used as a synonym for what is defined as slates in
the Energy Star specification 5.2 for computers.

August 2013
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2

Devices under test

The selection of the devices under test (DUT) includes the following criteria:


Display size (7” and 10” class)



Performance (CPU, RAM, storage, battery, operation system)



Price category (120€ to 600€)



Market relevance (sales rankings, reviews, novelty)

In January 2013 a total of ten different slates have been purchased and another
ten in April 2013. A further slate was provided by Dell which features as the
only product a direct option to change the battery without otherwise opening
the device.
Table 1 shows the 21 products and their technical parameters that comprise
the DUTs in the disassembly test (order of product names in this table is not
correlated with the DUT numbers used later on).
Product Name
Odys Neo X7
Asus Google Nexus 7
Lenovo IdeaTab A2107A
Kindle Fire HD
Huawei Media Pad 7
Intenso TAB714
Samsung Galaxy Tab 2
Toshiba AT270
Apple iPad mini
Sony Xperia Tablet S SGPT121DE/S
Blaupunkt Discovery
Apple iPad 4
Odys Noon
Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1
Acer Iconia A510
Asus Transformer TF300TG
Asus MeMo Pad Smart ME301T
Dell Latitude 10
Samsung Google Nexus 10 GT‐P8110
Dell Latitude 10 ST2
Acer Iconia W700

Display
Size
in Inch
7,0
7,0
7,0
7,0
7,0
7,0
7,0
7,7
7,9
9,4
9,7
9,7
9,7
10,1
10,1
10,1
10,1
10,1
10,1
10,1
11,6

Processor
1 x 1,2 GHz, ARM Cortex‐A8
4 x 1,3 GHz, Nvidia Tegra 3 (A9)
1 x 1 GHz, MediaTek 6575 (A9)
2 x 1,2 GHz, OMAP 4460 (A9)
2 x 1,2 GHz, Qualcomm MSM8260
1 x 1 GHz, ARM Cortex‐A8
2 x 1 GHz, Samsung Exynos
4 x 1,3 GHz, Nvidia Tegra 3
2 x 1 GHz, Apple A5 (A9)
4 x 1,3 GHz, Nvidia Tegra 3 (A9)
2 x 1 GHz, Nvidia Tegra 2 (A9)
2 x 1,4 GHz, Apple A6x
2 x 1,6 GHz, ARM Cortex‐A9
4 x 1,4 GHz, Exynos 4412 (A9)
4 x 1,3 GHz, Nvidia Tegra 3 (A9)
4 x 1,3 GHz, Nvidia Tegra 3 (A9)
4 x 1,2 GHz, Nvidia Tegra 3
2 x 1,8 GHz, Intel Atom Z2760
2 x 1,7 GHz, ARM Cortex‐A15
2 x 1,8 GHz, Intel Atom Z2760
2 x 1,5 GHz, Intel Core i3‐2375m

RAM
in GB

Storage in GB

Battery Capacity in mAh

Battery Energy in Wh

0,5
1,0
1,0
1,0
1,0
0,5
1,0
1,0
0,5
1,0
1,0
1,0
1,0
2,0
1,0
1,0
1,0
2,0
2,0
2,0
4,0

4
32
16
16
8
4
8
32
16
32
16
16
16
16
32
32
16
64
16
64
64

3000
4270
3700
4440
4100
2400
4000
3940
4440
6000
7600
11560
7800
7000
9800
2940
5070
3880
9000
3880
4850

11,1
16,0
13,7
16,4
15,0
8,8
14,8
14,6
16,5
22,2
28,0
43,0
28,8
25,9
36,0
22,0
18,4
30,0
33,8
30,0
54,0

Table 1: Devices under test (DUTs)
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Devices under test

In the following analysis no brand names are mentioned as it is explicitly not
intended to compare or rank individual products, but to analyse design
principles as such. For the same reason any brand names have been masked in
the photo documentation.

August 2013
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3

Description of tasks

3.1

Thermography
Preceding the disassembly analysis the DUTs underwent a performance
benchmark test during which the thermal behavior (heat distribution) was
documented by multiple thermography images.
The thermography is part of this analysis as some thermal management design
issues might affect the disassembly and material composition. Reflecting on
thermal issues first helps to consider later on, whether certain design measures
might be due to thermal considerations.
The thermal analysis includes the following tasks:

3.2



Thermal images of DUT backside (performance benchmark test running
with and without external power supply)



Thermal images of DUT open/without back-cover (performance
benchmark test running with and without external power supply)



Analyzing the thermal characteristic in correlation to:
o

Overall thermal behavior (peak temperatures, hot spots, heat
distribution, etc.)

o

Respective design decisions (material selection, component
positioning, form factor, means of heat management, etc.)

o

Specific interest in the thermal impact on the battery pack
(possible reason for aging or reduced lifetime of the battery)

Disassembly test and analysis
The data foundation for the disassembly analysis results from the following
disassembly steps:


8

First step: Opening of the DUTs with the least amount of damage as
possible (non-destructive). The objective of this test phase is to
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Description of tasks

document the opening process and to obtain quantitative data with
respect to the complexity and difficulty of this disassembly process.


Second step: Removal of the battery with the least amount of
damage as possible (non-destructive). The objective of this test phase is
to document the battery removal and to obtain quantitative data with
respect to the complexity and difficulty of this disassembly process.



Third step: Dismantling of the mainboard with the least amount of
damage as possible (non-destructive). The objective of this test phase is
again to obtain quantitative data with respect to the complexity and
difficulty of this disassembly process.



Fourth step: Dismantling of remaining parts including the display
unit and inner frame with the least amount of damage as possible (nondestructive). The objective of this test phase is again to obtain
quantitative data with respect to the complexity and difficulty of this
disassembly process.

The disassembly analysis will be based on the data obtained from the
disassembly exercise. The analysis will distinguish following two scenarios:


First scenario – repair and refurbishment: The objective this first
scenario is the non-destructive removal and possible replacement of
main subassemblies with the aim to repair and refurbish the product for
an extended lifetime.



Second scenario – commercial recycling: The objective of this second
scenario is a fast and economical disassembly with the aim to remove
the battery (WEEE compliance) and to separate valuable material
fractions for effective recycling.

With respect to the first scenario the focus of the analysis is placed on the
reversibility (damage-free) of the fastening mechanisms and the complexity of
the dismantling process.
On the contrary, for the second scenario the simplicity and speed of the
dismantling process will be the dominant factor and therefore the focus of the
assessment. An inherent assumption of this work is that, in order to achieve
optimal recovery of embodied resources, these products will not be shredded
whole, even after depollution. In order to achieve optimal resource recovery a
level of manual disassembly will be desirable before shredding.
It is expected that the disassembly assessment for the two scenarios create
different results for individual products (DUTs). Against that background the

August 2013
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disassembly test and subsequent analysis will aim primarily on the collection of
data (quantification) and accurate documentation of the test results. The data
collection and analysis has the following general objectives:


The identification, comparison, and evaluation of the individual
opening mechanisms and the resulting access to the components.



The evaluation of the complexity of the disassembly of battery,
mainboard, display or other subassemblies. This includes assessing the
number of steps, fastening mechanisms, ease of separation and
occurring damages.



The identification of good practice designs with respect to the first and
second disassembly scenario. Discussion (but not a comprehensive
analysis) of related design aspects including product stability, form
factor, thermal management, etc.

Note (disclaimer):

2



Although the first disassembly scenario addresses the replacement of
the battery or other subassemblies, this study does not include the task
to answer the question whether a replacement of the battery is
required. A testing and assessment of the batteries as well as the
lifetime characteristics of other subassemblies are not part of this study.
We strongly recommend however to consider these aspects, when
discussing the design for repair, refurbishment and recycling of
products and the aspect of battery replacement in particular.



In this study all findings are based on a non-destructive product
disassembly. The analysis does not include any physical tests regarding
material separation through explicitly destructive approaches (breaking
apart components, other kind of mechanical stress, crushing or
shredding processes).



This study has also not the objective to rank individual product designs
with respect to a best design for recycling2. The disassembly analysis
nevertheless provides quantitative data and information that indicates
easy of disassembly. When evaluating this “easy of disassembly” we
strongly suggest keeping in mind the whole product life cycle including
a demanding use phase that requires stability and robustness.

For this reason the DUTs in the following analysis are not named by their model and manufacturer name, but by number from
DUT_1 to DUT_21. The order of numbering does not correspond with the listed order in Table 1.

10
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The disassembly analysis has not the objective to determine exact
dismantling times. Depending on available information, training and
tools, the dismantling time (and quality) might differ significantly in
comparison to the one-time test conducted in this project.

Initially it was intended to quantify process times for recycling or repair, but
despite a comprehensive research for suitable metrics it turned out, that
none of these available metrics (which are typically rather for larger
products, such as white goods, but not mobile IT devices) is applicable
unambiguously for slates. In particular the approach for non-destructive
disassembly for repair, deep level (destructive) dismantling for recycling and
shredder-based recycling is so different, that by now, no metrics can
address properly the design specifics of slates. Applying any such metric
would give the impression of a level of accurateness, which is not justified.
Therefore we abstained from stating any disassembly times and focus on
the design facts and differences we faced when going through the
disassembly exercise.

August 2013
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4

Thermography and thermal assessment

4.1

Preparation of performance benchmark and thermography
For the thermal analysis the configuration of all DUTs was standardized incl.
maximum display brightness and disabling of power management features.
A system monitoring tool was installed as well.
The Relative Engine 3 Benchmark (app) was installed on eight DUTs of the first
batch (Figure 1). This benchmark proved to create the most significant
workload on the devices in comparison to other benchmark programs and
methods. The performance benchmark app required that the network
interfaces (WLAN / cellular) are activated.

Figure 1: First batch DUTs performance benchmark

For DUT_10 the benchmark app was not available. No performance test was
conducted. The DUT_06 did not support the app and the devices crashed
multiple times. No performance test was conducted. In the case of DUT_07 the
display (front side) instead of the backside had to be removed.
For the first set of thermography (image of closed DUT), a layer of black varnish
was applied to outer cover of the DUTs in order to reduce reflections which
would cause false results (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: DUTs coated for thermography

12
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Thermography and thermal assessment

For the second set of thermography (image of opened DUT), the black varnish
had been considered as well, but it was decided not to apply any coating, due
to the fact that that the coating is difficult to be removed e.g. from the
populated printed circuit board (which would have hindered consecutive
disassembly and material identification). The resulting thermal images show
therefore some reflections. They are nevertheless viable for the intended
purpose.
4.2

Thermography procedure
The thermal images were taken with the FLIR camera Termo Vision 6000
applying a 22mm lens without distance ring. The warm-up period for the
camera was one hour. The data were processed with the software IR Control
v.4.5.9.

Figure 3: Thermography set-up

A total of eight DUTs (1st batch) were tested on January 29th 2013 (closed state)
and on January 31st 2013 (opened state). The thermography was conducted in
the same room and under the same temperature conditions (20°C). The camera
and DUTs were placed in a specialized chamber, with the camera fixed in order
to control its position.
Each DUT went through a preheating phase of two hours to reach stable
conditions. For each DUT a total of four thermography images were taken
including all DUTs closed and opened as well as with and without external
power supply (EPS) connected. The thermography results (all images) have been
calibrated to 50°C maximum temperature allowing a comparative analysis.
Running the benchmark app for an extended time while having the unit
connected to the grid has to be considered as an extreme application scenario,
which rarely will correspond to typical use patterns.

August 2013
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4.3

Thermography results
Figure 4 shows as a typical example the thermography images of the DUT_01
including all four images:
1. Top-left: Backside of unopened DUT without EPS connected
2. Top-right: Backside of unopened DUT with EPS connected
3. Bottom-left: DUT with back-cover removed without EPS connected
4. Bottom-right: DUT with back-cover removed with EPS connected

Figure 4: DUT_01 thermography results

The results of the thermography provide an indication of the heat distribution
and thermal management design of each DUT.
In the closed state (top pictures) the heat distribution of the main active
components e.g. processor, radio interfaces are visible. The active components
are situated on the printed circuit board (PCB) and in most cases covered with
EMI (electromagnetic interference) shields. These EMI shields and tapes are
metal based and cover typically one or more active devices (larger rectangular
shape). The EMI shields contribute to a more even and wider heat distribution.
The disassembly of the DUTs showed that the polymer back-cover of some
products were partially metal-coated (Cu/Ni to be confirmed). This design

14
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Therm
mography annd thermal assessment
a

ccontributes further
f
to an
n even heatt distribution
n. The DUT__07, DUT_02
2 and
s
some
otherss featured m
metal (appare
ently Al) bacck-covers wiith very even
n heat
d
distribution
(see Figure 5).

Figure 5:: Thermograp
phy results DU
UT_02

In the open state (botto
om pictures) more details are visiblee. Due to the
e fact that
t PCBs have not been
the
n covered with a non-reflective coatting, some reflections
r
c be noticced in the pi ctures. The DUT_03 is a good exam
can
mple were re
eflection
o EMI shield
of
ds can be seeen on the right side (se
ee Figure 6).
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Figure 6:: Thermograp
phy result DUT_03

TThis means that
t
the imaage of the heat distributtion (two-diimensional) is more
c
correct
in terms of depiccted temperratures in th
he closed staate, but less precise in
t
terms
of inte
ernal tempeerature resolution. Nevertheless the thermograp
phy
images in th
he open stat e are very useful. For exxample; the connected external
p
power
supply unit and rrespective ch
harging of the
t battery i s in all casess visible by
a increase of
an
o the local temperature on the battery connecctors. This in
ndicates
t
that
charging is increasi ng the temp
perature not only of thee connector but also
o the battery.
of

4.4

Thermo
ography asssessment
T main fin
The
ndings are:
(1) Temperature ho
ot spots in alll cases are with
w the ele ctronics (ind
dividual
ICs), not the battteries
(2) None
e of the DUTTs contains particularly temperaturre sensitive electronic
e
components (i.ee. no electro
olytic capacittors), which leads to the
e
concclusion, thatt the observe
ed temperattures on thee electronicss parts do
not have
h
a signifficant impacct on product lifetime.
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(3) Temperatures of the batteries in all cases are only slightly elevated (if at
all) under charging and while the benchmark app is running.
Temperature increase is by approximately 10 K maximum. Although in
general any temperature increase reduces battery lifetime, this
moderate temperature increase is considered not to have a major
influence on battery lifetime. Note, that we did not investigate the
influence of the operating temperature on actual battery lifetime
(battery performance and lifetime testing not included in this analysis).
(4) In some cases apparently heat spreads from the electronics part to the
battery (see Figure 6, where the battery cell located closer to the
electronics shows a slightly higher temperature).
(5) Given the generally low temperature increase of the batteries, the
housing material (plastics or metal) does not have a major thermal
effect. Metal as such works as a good head spreader, and indeed in one
case with a metal housing the overall temperature remains on a low,
even level (DUT_07). However, in the case of the other DUT with metal
housing (DUT_02, see Figure 5) the impression is that the heat removed
from the electronics part is spread also towards the part, which covers
the battery and might even increase battery temperature compared to a
less thermal conductive housing material.
These findings are limited by the above mentioned constraints and the fact,
that thermal conditions of an opened device are different to a closed device.
More precise data and evidence could be gained only with implemented
temperature sensors complementing thermography.

August 2013
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5

Disassembly test and data collection

5.1

Documentation of the disassembly process
The disassembly of the DUTs has been prepared by:


Creation of a disassembly protocol for the purpose of data collection
(excel file)



Identification and analysis of existing teardowns (online) and available
disassembly guidelines



Tests for picture documentation of the single disassembly steps. A
scanner will be used instead of a camera

For each step the disassembly protocol includes following data / information:


Type and number of used tools (standard tools, special tools),



Type and number of fasteners (screws, clips, adhesives, connectors),



Weight and size of disassembled parts,



Time duration of an individual disassembly step



Qualitative evaluation (degree of difficulty, occurred damages, etc.)

These quantitative data and information provide the basis for the evaluation of
the disassembly process and individual product designs.
The disassembly protocol is complemented by a photo documentation of
observed design features.

18
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Disassembly test and data collection

5.2

Data collection and evaluation metric
With the objective to document and evaluate the “ease of disassembly” and
respective “good practice design” a simple data collection and evaluation
metric was developed. The evaluation is based on expert knowledge and simply
considers aspects that attribute positively or negatively to the non-destructive
disassembly process.
The quantitative and qualitative data obtained for each step of the disassembly
process provide a suitable set of aspects in that respect. In this study we
documented each aspect individually and without an initial ranking. The data
set includes:











Number of screws
Number of clips
Type of screws
Adhesive (one-sided) in cm²
Adhesive (two-sided) in cm²
Adhesive (two-sided, heat) in cm²
Number of tools
Number of special Tools
Number of connectors
Number of steps

With respect to different disassembly scenarios and design requirements the
individual characteristics of these aspects might change from a positive to a
negative attribute. As an example, a screw is a secure fastener, provides
stability and is reversible. These attribute are positive in an extended lifetime
and repair scenario. On the other hand, too many screws or different kind of
screws as well as bad access to the screws will influence the time and economy
of the disassembly process in a negative way. Another example is the number
of tools; a small number of tools needed for the disassembly process would be
generally positive and preferable in comparison to a higher number of tools.
The evaluation will reflect the selected two scenarios (see Chapter 3.2). With
respect to the first scenario (replacement of battery, mainboard, and display)
the focus has been placed on minimum damage and possible reversibility of the
disassembly process. We are also considering in our assessment that the

August 2013
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opening mechanism is kknown and the disassem
o
mbly is donee by a professional
s
service
provider.3
With respectt to the seco
W
ond scenario
o (dismantlin
ng for recyccling) the tim
me factor
is more impo
ortant and d
damage to the
t product acceptable (except for the
b
battery).
This scenario reeflects profe
essional conditions at a designated recycling
location. In this
t case thee “knowledg
ge of the dissassembly pprocedure in advance”
w
would
proba
ably supportt a faster an
nd more dam
mage-less di sassembly.
5.3

Knowle
edge of disa
assembly p
procedure in advance
TThe opening
g of the firstt batch of DUTs and the
e removal off the batteryy showed
a
already
the different
d
de sign approa
aches of the various mannufacturers. Typical
e
examples
wh
here previou
us knowledg
ge of the op
pening mechhanism would have
b
been
useful to avoid da mage are sh
hown in Figu
ure 7.

Figure 7:: Wrongly opened and dam
maged (DUT__08 left and DUT_03
D
right))

If particular disassemblyy description
ns or videos of teardownns were ava
ailable, the
o
opening
of the
t DUTs waas much eassier and less destructivee. It is justifie
ed to
c
conclude
tha
at in most c ases “know
wledge of the
e disassembbly procedure in
a
advance”
an
nd most imp
portantly of the opening
g mechanism
m improves the
d
disassembly
quality and (time) effecctiveness.
It has to be noted, that e.g. a contrract repair agency for ann OEM migh
ht not
n
need
disasse
embly instru ctions with each manua
al as those aare experien
nced to
r
repair
freque
ently the sam
me product model. For a small repaair shop or an
a

3

The DUT’s product manu
uals provide few or no informatio
on on the openiing mechanism or
o complete disaassembly procedure.
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experienced consumer this information is helpful to do the repair right.
Relevancy of this criterion consequently depends on who is supposed to do the
repair.
A good example of product documentation by a manufacturer is depicted in
Figure 8: Lenovo publishes comprehensive service manuals for slates and other
products online4, describing in detail opening mechanisms and further process
steps to replace individual components.

Figure 8: Exemplary screenshots Lenovo IdeaTab A2107 Hardware Maintenance Manual

5.4

Number of used tools and need of specialized tools
The number and types of tools needed for the dismantling is an important
indicator for the easy of disassembly. It will influence the time and costs needed

4

http://support.lenovo.com/en_US/guides-and-manuals/default.page
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for a disassembly process. As a first observation; in most cases only two regular
tools were needed for the opening of the device and removal of the battery.
The following differentiation between regular and special tools has been made:


Regular tools are screwdrivers (e.g. Philips 0, 00), metal and plastic
spattles, pliers and tweezers.



Special tools are screwdrivers with special heads (e.g. torx), heat gun,
thermal pad, soldering iron, etc.

Example: In one case the battery contact was soldered and needed to be
removed with a soldering iron ().

Figure 9: Battery wires soldered (DUT_04)

5.5

Fasteners (screws, clips, connectors, and adhesives)
The mechanism with which the different parts of the product are fastened is
influencing the time and difficulty of the disassembly (reassembly) process. At
the same time the different designs and fasting mechanism will determine the
overall form, weight and stability of the product. The following four fasten
mechanisms are considered:


22

Screws: Screws are considered a very good option due to its ease of
opening and reversibility. The number of different screws is an
important time factor (e.g. tool change) and should be as low as
possible. Different screws mean not only the distinction of different
sizes and forms of the screw heads but also the distinction of different
form factors of screws with the same head/tool sizes. As an additional
design consideration; screws require space and are therefore critical in
terms of form factor. Easy access to a screw is very important for ease

© Fraunhofer IZM
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of disassembly. Axially accessible screws are typically easier to remove
than those, which are only accessible radially. Particular small screws
might reduce overall form factors, but increase disassembly time.


Clips: This is generally considered a good option. However, the number,
strength, and particularly the accessibility of the clips are influencing the
ease of disassembly. An assessment methodology for the evaluation of
the technical properties of clips does not exist. The disassembly tests
indicated that clips are to some extent problematic, because an
unprofessional opening attempt as well as specific designs can lead to
irreversible product damage. The location of clips should be known at
least for the “change of battery” scenario.



Connectors: These come in various sizes and opening mechanisms and
are used for electrical connection. Disconnecting small connectors is a
delicate work and can lead easily to damage. Nevertheless, detachable
connectors are positive in both a replacement scenario and recycling
scenario.



Adhesives: This is considered a suboptimal fastening mechanism with
respect to the change of battery scenario. The number, size, and tensile
strength of the adhesive area (e.g. tape) are critical criteria. The
functional spectrum of adhesives tape range from simple fixing to
electromagnetic shielding and thermal management. For the evaluation
a differentiation was made concerning one and two-sided adhesive
tapes, the need for heating as well as the size (area) of the tape.
Adhesives however support a small form factor and save potentially
overall weight.

The statement that a minimum number of fasteners are beneficial for
dismantling and repair neglects the fact that a higher number of fasteners and
a larger adhesive area tends to result in an increased overall robustness and
resistance against mechanical stress. To make a qualified judgment regarding
robustness would require related tests, such as drop-tests, which are explicitly
not covered in our analysis.
5.6

Number of steps
The number of steps indicates the complexity of the disassembly processes and
influences quite often the dismantling time. We define a disassembly step as an
operation that finishes with the removal of a part or the change of a tool. The
first disassembly tests indicated that quite often smaller components such as a
camera, cable, tape or EMI shield needed to be removed before access was
possible to main components. Although it is not intended to define feasible
time limits for individual steps, we observed that it takes about five seconds for
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a screw to be
b unfasteneed. Clips and
d adhesives vary in term
ms of require
ed time
c
considerably
y (depending
g on how tig
ght or strong they are). Shown in Figure
F
10
is a typical example, wh
hich steps are required to access thee battery.

Figure 10
0: Documenta
ation of batte
ery removal D
DUT_01

5.7

Disassem
mbly data results all D
DUTs
TThe followin
ng Table 2 sh
hows the ob
btained data
aset from thhe disassemb
bly tests.
B
Based
on the
ese data and
d detailed descriptions
d
of the indiviidual disasse
embly
s
steps
for eacch DUT we cconduct the
e subsequent disassembbly analysis.

24
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Table 2: Disassembly data overview all DUTs

FFor the complete workf low of remo
oving the ba
attery from a device only, data for
o
opening
and
d removal haave to be ag
ggregated. An
A exemptioon is DUT_21, which
d
does
not req
quire an opeening of the
e housing prior to batterry removal.
In case of DU
UT_11 and DUT_12 the
e mainboard
d has to be rremoved before
g
getting
acce
ess to the baattery. Data for removal of the mainnboard conssequently
is included in
n the batterry removal data.
d
Data on maiinboard rem
D
moval reflects the steps from
f
openinng the devicce and
g
getting
acce
ess to the maainboard on
nly, disconne
ecting, but lleaving the battery
b
in
p
place.
For th
he full workfflow of repla
acing the mainboard daata for open
ning and
m
mainboard
removal
r
havve to be aggregated.
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6

Individual analysis: Opening of DUTs

6.1

Disassembly data
The first phase of the disassembly test consists of the opening of the DUTs.
Usually the DUTs can be opened from the backside and where this was an
option this approach was followed. Only very few designs allow a front side
access only.
The respective analysis considers mainly the first scenario and evaluates the
ease of disassembly, damage inflicted on the DUTs, and possible reassembly
capability (reversibility)5. The disassembly data for first step are shown in Table
3 below.
Utilization of clips, screws and adhesives in the opening mechanism:

5



A total of eight DUTs only used clips (no screws or adhesives). Five of
these DUTs are smaller 7 inch devices and three are 10 inch devices.
The number of clips varied from 18 to 36 clips.



A total of six DUTs used screws and clips (but no adhesive). Two of
these DUTs are 7 inch devices and four are 10 inch devices. The
number of screws varied from one to ten with an average number of
three screws. Mostly only one type of screw has been used. The
number of clips varied from 3 to 46.



The remaining five DUTs used a combination of clips, screws and
adhesives. Two of these DUTs are 7 inch devices and three are 10 inch
devices.



In most cases the opening process could be reversed. Only in few
special cases (where lots of adhesives has been used) reassembly
requires specialized services.

A re-assembly of the devices however was not undertaken, devices were not brought back to operational state

26
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Table 3: Quantitative disassembly data
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6.2

Analysiss of individ
dual producct designs
In this sectio
on we provid
de exampless of typical product
p
desiigns and arg
gue their
a
advantages
and disadvaantages with
h respect to easy of disaassembly.
DUT_05 fea
D
atures a veryy simple ope
ening mecha
anism and reequires onlyy one tool
(
(metal
spudg
ger or spatt le). The back-cover of DUT_05
D
is faastened with
h only 20
p
plastic
clips on
o the metaal outer fram
me (Figure 11). These cclips could be opened
(
(and
closed again) witho
out too mucch force and
d with little ddamage to the
t outer
s
surface
of th
he product. The clips ke
eep the prod
duct tightly cclosed even after
t
three
trials of
o opening aand closing.

Figure 11
1: DUT_05 op
pening mecha
anism

28
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DUT_13 is another
D
a
exam
mple of similar simple design
d
wheree the back-ccover is
f
fastened
witth 22 clips o
on the inner frame (Figu
ure 12). The opening req
quires
m
moderate
fo
orce starting from the middle
m
and working
w
tow
wards the corners of
t product.. The DUT-1 3 could be easily reasse
the
embled by cclipping the backc
cover
on. Th
he back-coveer was kept snugly in pllace.

Figure 12
2: DUT_13 op
pening mecha
anism

FFigure 13 sh
hows details of the relattive robust clip mechaniism of DUT_
_05 with
t metal so
the
ocket attach ed to the ou
uter frame.

Figure 13
3: DUT_05 clip
p connection
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It should be noted that this slate features a sim
milar overall tthickness ass other
moval is significantly more compliccated. This does
s
slates,
where
e battery rem
d
not
m
mean,
that removability
r
y of a battery can be rea
alized with aany form facctor:There
is also anoth
her slate wit h an integra
ated batteryy, which is m
much thinner than the
o
others,
inclu
uding DUT_0
05 and the following
f
DU
UT_06. Onlyy a compreh
hensive
d
design
studyy could unveeil, whether a minimum
m thickness aand ease of battery
r
replacement
t are contrad
dictions.
DUT_06: Th
D
his was anot her positive example with respect tto the opening
The removaal of the bacck-cover wa
m
mechanism.
as unique annd somewha
at similar
t the sliding
to
g back-coveers of regular mobile phones.
FFigure 14 sh
hows the op ening mech
hanism of DU
UT_06. In thhe first step the
c
camera
and SIM-card co
over needed
d to be presssed and slid back. This smaller
s
c
cover
on the
e top of the device is fixxed by two bolt-and-not
b
tch connecttions and
t
three
additio
onal clips. Th
his cover can be relative
ely easily rem
moved.
TThe actual back-cover
b
iss fixed with only one screw and muultiple bolt-a
and-notch
c
connections
. Interesting
g is the fact that the scre
ew is hiddenn under the warranty
label (see ag
gain Figure 1
14). The ope
ening is a litttle delicate bbut possible
e without
a damage
any
e.

Figure 14
4: DUT_06 op
pening mecha
anism
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DUT_11 sho
D
owed a com
mplex openin
ng mechanissm with a coombination of three
p
plastic
clips and
a adhesivve tape as well
w as two sccrews beneaath a small cover
c
on
t backside
the
e (Figure 15)). Some scra
atches occurrred and a pplastic clip brroke in
t opening process. In general the
the
e opening prrocess requiires delicate work in
o
order
to avo
oid damage tto the product. Howeve
er, it was stiill possible to
r
reassemble
the
t device w
with a consid
derable amo
ount of workk.

Figure 15
5: DUT_11 op
pening mecha
anism

TThe specific attribute off DUT_11 is the fact tha
at the batterry and mainb
board are
a
attached
to the back-co
over and tha
at the displayy unit is alreeady comple
etely
d
detached
aftter opening and unplug
gging of the
e display connnector (Figu
ure 16).
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Figure 16
6: DUT_11 fro
ont-side and back-side
b
afte
er opening

32
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DUT_01 sho
D
owed mediu
um complex opening me
echanism thhat is reversible. The
D could be
DUT
b open with
h a metal sp
pattle and a screw drive r. The only little
d
drawback
was
w the adheesive tape th
hat supporte
ed the fixingg of the cam
mera cover
(
(Figure
17).

Figure 17
7: DUT_01 rem
moval of cam
mera cover

TThe remainin
ng opening process was simple. Th
he screws coould be identified and
loosened easily (Figure 1
18).

Figure 18
8: DUT_01 rem
moving back--cover
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DUT_08 sho
D
owed a good
d opening mechanism
m
as
a well, but only under the
p
precondition
n that the op
pening mechanism is kn
nown in advvance. Simila
ar to
D
DUT_05
is th
he back-covver connecte
ed with plasttic 20 clips tto the inner
(
(magnesium
m) frame. Thee connection was very snug
s
and soome force was
w
n
necessary.
There is a rub
bber edge on
o the inner frame whicch enables a damageless (scratche
es) opening by sliding the spattle along it (Figuure 19).

Figure 19
9: DUT_08 op
pening mecha
anism

Notice: Due to the fact tthat this opening mechanism was nnot known at the
N
b
beginning,
we
w wrongly opened the
e back-coverr at its own little frame. During
t process we damageed some smaller plastic bolts and thhe adhesive (see
this
F
Figure
20).

Figure 20
0: DUT_08 da
amage due to wrong open
ning mechanissm
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DUT_10 sho
D
owed a relattive simple opening
o
mecchanism inccluding 20 plastic
p
clips
o the outerr frame (disp
on
play) with re
espective socckets on thee plastic bacck-cover.
Interesting to notice is tthe fact thatt the back-co
over attachees quasi from
m the
inside and iss locked into
o the outer display
d
fram
me.
A
Although
the plastic clip
ps and socke
ets are quite
e sturdy, wee broke two of the
c
clips
(yellow marking in Figure 21).

Figure 21
1: DUT_10 op
pening mecha
anism

DUT_04 hass basically th
D
he same ope
ening mecha
anism includding 18 clipss of 3
d
different
size
es. Negativee is the fact that some of
o the clips aattach from the
o
outside
and some from the inside. Due to these design thee leverage with
w the
s
spattle
needs to be careefully applied
d (Figure 22).

Figure 22
2: DUT_04 op
pening mecha
anism
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DUT_03 is an
D
a example tthat shows how importtant it is to kknow the op
pening
m
mechanism
in advance in order to avoid
a
significant damagge to the pro
oduct.
A
After
removing three sm
maller coverss by loosening four screews the back
k-cover
c
could
be ope
en with a m
metal-spattle (Figure 24)

Figure 23
3: DUT_03 op
pening mecha
anism

Because the opening m echanism was
B
w unknown we rippedd a ribbon ca
able
d
during
this step.
s
That co
ould have be
een avoided
d if respectivve informatio
on would
b available..
be

Figure 24
4: DUT_03 da
amaged ribbo
on cable

36
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DUT_09 sho
D
owed a com
mplex openin
ng mechanissm with manny steps and
d also the
d
danger
of da
amaging a ccable when finally opened. In orderr to get to the backc
cover
a total of six stepss were necessary (Figure
e 25).

Figure 25
5: DUT_09 rem
moval of spea
aker cover

TThe final ope
ening of thee DUT_09 was
w complex and consistted of three
a
additional
stteps includin
ng loosening
g of tapes and connectoors (Figure 26).
2

Figure 26
6: DUT_09 rem
moval of disp
play unit
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DUT_02 sho
D
owed a com
mplex design. Without knowledge oof the openin
ng
m
mechanism
we damageed first the DUT
D before we
w identifie d that the camerac
c
cover
has to be opened first. This co
over has bee
en fastenedd with seven clips and
t
two
small ad
dhesive padss (double-sid
ded) on the backside, fuurthermore bent over
o the uppe
on
er edge to th
he front of the
t device, where
w
it is hheavily fasten
ned with
d
double-sided
d adhesive ( Figure 27).

Figure 27
7: DUT_02 rem
moval of cam
mera cover

TThe removall of the backk-cover in th
he next steps was rathe r unproblem
matic and
a combinatio
on of ten sccrews and clips (Figure 28).
2

Figure 28
8: DUT_02 rem
moval of back-cover

38
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DUT_07 is a special cas e as the disp
D
play needed
d to be remooved at first. In order
t open the display speccial tools forr dissolving the adhesivee were requ
to
uired.
A
After
heating the adhessive with a hot
h air gun the
t tensile sttrength wass still
s
strong
and applying
a
leveerage dema
anded consid
derable forcce. With resp
pect to a
r
reassembly
scenario
s
(ch ange of batttery) the rem
maining adhhesive must be
r
removed
and
d renewed FFigure 29).

Figure 2
29: DUT_07 He
eating and re
emoval of dissplay

Almost all slates featuree axially acce
A
essible screw
ws only. Thee use of radially
a
accessible
sccrews is foun
nd only in very few case
es.
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7

Individual analysis: Removal of battery

7.1

Disassembly data
The second phase of the disassembly test is the removal of the battery. The
respective analysis considers mainly the first scenario and evaluates the ease of
disassembly, damage inflicted on the DUTs, and possible reassembly capability
(reversibility). The disassembly data for second step are shown in Table 4 below.
Main finding with respect to removal of battery:

40



One DUT was specifically designed for the exchange of the battery in
one step without any tools



A total of five DUTs used battery connectors that need no manual
manipulation (opening with two hands).



A total of three DUTs used screws only to fix the battery pack in the
device.



The average number of screws used to fixing the battery is four. A total
of six DUTs used more than 4 screws to fasten the battery.



In all other cases (total of 17 DUTs) a combination of screws and
adhesives as well as individual screws, clips and adhesives have been
utilized.



One-side adhesive tape is typically used to keep flat-band cables and
heat spreaders in place.



Double sided adhesive tape is typically used to secure the battery pack
within the devices (e.g. taped to the back side of the display unit).



The battery pack is in many cases glued into a thin plastic or metal
frame (hull) and then fastened with a few screws to the inner frame of
the DUT.



In some cases even this extra battery frame (hull) is glued into the
devices. There is typically no problem in lifting out the glued battery
pack. However, it could not be determined if the battery was damaged
during this process.

© Fraunhofer IZM
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In th
hree devicess the batteryy wires are soldered
s
ontto the board
d.

Table 4: Disassembly data remova
al of battery
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7.2

Analysiss of individ
dual producct designs
DUT_21: Th
D
his product iss directly de
esigned for the
t exchangge of the batttery in
spring-loadeed slider fun
o step and
one
d without an
ny tools. A mechanical
m
nctions as
t locking mechanism
the
m
and securess the batteryy in the deviices. The battery is
d
directly
attacched to outeer cover. The locking mechanism inn itself seem
ms to be
r
robust
and has
h a small fform factor (Figure 30).

Figure 30
0: DUT_21 Re
emoval of batttery

42
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DUT_14: Th
D
his is a positi ve example where the opening
o
of tthe device (clips only)
a the rem
and
moval of batttery was eassy to achieve
e. The batte ry pack is fa
astened to
t inner fra
the
ame with a ttotal of fourr screws. The
e battery waas slipped in
nto a
s
socket
connector witho ut the need to manipulate the con nector (Figu
ure 31).

Figure 31
1: DUT_14 rem
moval of batttery
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DUT_19: Th
D
his DUT is an
nother positiive example. Fixed by 6 screws and a simple
c
connector,
the
t battery ccould be rem
moved and replaced
r
witthin a few seconds
(
(see
Figure 32).
3

Figure 32
2: DUT_19 rem
moval of batttery

44
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DUT_05: In this case th e removal of
D
o the batterry was quite easy, too. In total
o
only
two narrow doublee-sided adhe
esive tapes needed
n
to bbe removed in order
t lift off the
to
e battery an d unplug th
he battery co
onnector. Thhe implemen
ntation of
t
two-sided
ad
dhesive tapee proved being a good option for tthe battery as
a it was
a
adequately
functional
f
a nd featured
d a little trick
k. Applied too the bottom
m side of
t battery pack
the
p
with a small overla
apping non--adhesive ennd the adhesive could
b easily pullled off in orrder to remo
be
ove the batttery (see Figuure 33.)

Figure 33
3: DUT_05 rem
moval of batttery
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DUT_06: Th
D
his DUT featu
ured a desig
gn that was more work intensive bu
ut still
e
easy
to dism
mantle and reeassemble. The
T removal of the batttery was possible by
t
taking
off th
he inner fram
me which was
w fasten byy 15 screws (Figure 34).

Figure 34
4: DUT_06 rem
moving the in
nner frame

Unplugging the connecttor and liftin
U
ng-off the double-sided
d
d tape for th
he removal
o the battery (Figure 35
of
5).

Figure 35
5: DUT_06 rem
moval of batttery
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DUT_01: Th
D
his product iss a typical example for the
t removall of the batttery where
m
multiple
cab
bles, adhesivve tapes and
d screws nee
ed to be loossened in ord
der to
u
unplug
the battery
b
(Figu
ure 36). Thiss process is generally
g
revversible.

Figure 36
6: DUT_01 rem
moving the battery
b

S
Similar
products are DU
UT_02 and DUT_09
D
(Fig
gure 37).

Figure 37
7: DUT_09 (le
eft) and DUT_
_02 (right) rem
moving the ba
attery
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DUT_03 and
D
d DUT_08 sshow a large
er amount of
o different aadhesive tap
pes that
n
need
to be removed
r
beffore getting
g access to the battery. TThe battery removal
in itself is qu
uite simple.

Figure 38
8: DUT_03 rem
moval of batttery

In the case of
o DUT_08 a warranty seal
s needs to
o be cut (Figgure 39).

Figure 39
9: DUT_08 rem
moval of batttery
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DUT_07: In order to rem
D
move the larrge aluminum shield a ttotal of 23 screws
s
n
needed
to be removed. This total amount inclu
uded four diifferent type
es of
s
screws
with two differe nt screws drivers. These
e four differeent types off screws
m
make
it nece
essary to do
ocument or know
k
the exxact locationn of each screw for an
o
optional
reassembly (Fig
gure 40).

Figure 40
0: DUT_07 rem
moval of mettal shield

TThe battery connector, tthe display connector
c
and a connecctor to the front
f
p
panel
neede
ed to be discconnected. This
T was unproblematicc. The two adhesive
a
t
tape
strips th
hat keep thee battery in place are ve
ery strong (FFigure 41).

Figure 41
1: DUT_07 rem
moval of batttery
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DUT_10 sho
D
ows a few p
problematic design
d
featu
ures. First off all, a specia
al torx
s
screw
driver required in order to loo
osen five scrrews. A coppper tape mu
ust be cut
w
which
is problematic wi th respect to the chang
ge of batteryy scenario (FFigure 42).

Figure 42
2: DUT_10 torrx screws and
d problematicc tapes

A considerab
ble difficultyy with respe
ect to the change of batttery scenario is also a
c
cable
that is placed arou
und the batttery pack (Figure 43).

Figure 43
3: DUT_10 un
nplugging the
e battery
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DUT_04 sho
D
owed a veryy simple design using a lot of one-siided adhesivve tape
(
(Figure
44).

Figure 44
4: DUT_04 adhesive tapes

In compariso
on to all thee other DUTss from the 1st batch onlyy DUT_04 fe
eatured a
b
battery
conn
nection that was soldere
ed (Figure 45).

Figure 45
5: DUT_04 soldered batterry pack
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8

Individual analysis: Dismantling of mainboard

8.1

Disassembly data
The Table 5 below provides a quantitative overview of all relevant data with
respect to the dismantling of the mainboard. As a general observation, the
dismantling of the mainboard is a delicate work, requires multiple steps, and is
therefore time-intensive.
Main findings:

52



The average number of steps for dismantling the mainboard is ten but
there are a few DUTs that required many more steps (the maximum
was 46 steps). The steps include the detaching of various types of tape,
loosening of screws, and unplugging various types of connectors.



In general many small parts such as camera covers, speakers, card
reader slots, microphone, wireless interfaces, and thermal shields or
patches have to be unscrewed or separated before the mainboard
could be detached.



The average number of connectors that need to be detached is seven.
The maximum has been 12 and the minimum only one. The connectors
are not only situated on the topside of the mainboard (visible and
therefore quite easy to disconnect) but also on the bottom side (less
visible and more difficult to disconnect).



The mainboard is in most cases screws to the frame. Three DUTs use
plastic self-tapping screws, which could provide problems in a
refurbishment scenario (reversibility)



Only in two cases was the mainboard glued (but relatively easy to
separate).
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Table 5: Dismantling data mainboard

D
Data
in Table 5 includess only the prrocess steps once the deevice is opened.
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8.2

Analysiss of individ
dual producct designs
DUT_19 fea
D
atures a veryy simple and
d straight forrward desig n for dismantling the
m
mainboard.
In total onlyy three stepss were need
ded. The firstt step was to
t unplug
n
nine
connecctors (no pro
oblem becau
use they werre all visible and easy to
o detect).
T
Then
we had
d to unscrew
w six screwss and detach
h the mainb oard. This was
w a little
b tricky beccause the m
bit
mainboard ne
eeds to be pressed
p
awaay from the charger
jack (see Figure 46: DUTT_19 disman
ntling of ma
ainboard).

Figure 46
6: DUT_19 dissmantling of mainboard
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DUT_13 sho
D
ows a simila r good desig
gn. The mainboard couuld be disma
antled in
t
three
basic steps.
s
First, w
we had to unplug
u
five connectors
c
aand then loo
osening
s screws. At
six
A that pointt we could detach
d
the mainboard
m
aand separate
e further
c
components
s such as fro
ont and back
k camera, microphone
m
aand EMI shields (see
F
Figure
47).

Figure 47
7: DUT_13 dissmantling of mainboard
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DUT_20 is another
D
a
posiitive example for easy dismantling
d
oof the mainboard.
T first step
The
p was loosen
s
patches of one-ssided tape which
w
ning some smaller
f
fixed
e.g. a connector
c
aand antenna cable. The delicate parrt was to unhook the
a
antennas
an
nd speakers before unsccrewing the mainboard which was fixed with
6 screws (see Figure 48)).

Figure 48
8: DUT_20 dissmantling of mainboard
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m

DUT_16 is similar to DU
D
UT_20 with respect to th
he steps thaat are required to
d
dismantle
th
he mainboarrd. DUT_16 and DUT_06 featured tthe smallest number
o screws (3 and 2) for ffixing the mainboard.
of
m
In
n comparisoon to DUT_2
20 the
D
DUT_16
used two typess of screws and
a more ad
dhesive tapee (see Figure
e 49).

Figure 49
9: DUT_16 dissmantling of mainboard
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DUT_02 fea
D
atures a som
mewhat more complex design.
d
The pproblem wa
as the use
o two typess of screws ((Philips 0 an
of
nd Philips 00
0) which req uired a tool change
(
(see
Figure 50).
5

Figure 50
0: DUT_02 dissmantling of mainboard
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m

DUT_15 sho
D
ows again a more comp
plex design. In total ninee steps were
e
n
necessary
to
o detach thee mainboard. Frequent tool
t
change due to thre
ee
d
different
typ
pes of screw
ws including a TORX incrreased the ccomplexity of
o the
p
process
sligh
htly (see Figu
ure 51).

Figure 51
1: DUT_15 dissmantling of mainboard
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Access to specific metal parts - EMI shields
EMI shields are of interest as they represent a significant amount of metal in
slates. The following Table 6 provides information concerning the weight and
size of the dismantled main boards as well as weight of the mainboards with
and without the EMI shields.

DUT

Display DUT
size (In) Weight
(gr)

Typ 1

Main
Weight main Weight main board
board w EMI area
board w/o
(gr)2
EMI (gr)
(cm²)

DUT_04

7,0

333,0 Mainboard

28,0

34,6

70,5

DUT_05

7,0

338,1 Mainboard

29,5

35,9

84,5

DUT_06

7,0

406,9 Mainboard

25,4

34,7

63,0

DUT_10

7,0

387,9 Mainboard

16,8

18,9

45,0

DUT_07

7,9

311,5 Mainboard

16,0

23,0

37,8

DUT_02

9,4

554,0 Mainboard

27,7

40,2

77,5

DUT_09

9,7

665,2 Mainboard

44,5

52,7

127,8

DUT_01

10,1

604,2 Mainboard

30,8

42,0

86,0

DUT_03

10,1

700,7 Mainboard

32,7

41,1

57,0

10,1

638,7 Mainboard

36,4

47,4

103,2

DUT_08
st

Table 6: DUTs 1 batch data main board

As they are attached to the mainboard, there is the risk that these metal parts
end up in the printed circuit board recycling process, where ferro-based
materials cannot be recovered and are lost.
Three typical connection types of EMI-shields have been identified.
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m

TThe first type
e uses screw
ws to connecct the EMI shields (see FFigure 52). This
T
p
provides
a ve
ery solid con
nnection and takes considerable tim
me to disasssemble.

Figure 52
2: DUT_01 EM
MI shields con
nnected with screws

The seco
ond type is cclipped-on EMI-shields
E
(see Figure 553). This me
ethod
providess still a quitee robust con
nnection and
d at the sam
me time can be easily
separate
ed – manua lly or mecha
anically – in a recycling process.

Figure 53
3: DUT_02 Clipped-on EMII-shields

The third type is a vvariation of the
t second type. In thesse cases a metal
m
(copper)) coated adh
hesive tape not only seccures the clippped-on EM
MI-shield in
place, but also funcctions as a heat
h
spreade
er (see Figuree 54). This type
t
of
fixing th
he EMI-shield
d has been observed in various, moostly low cosst product
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cases. The disassem
mbly of the adhesive
a
tape is problem
matic and su
ub-optimal
in a repa
air scenario.. The handling in a mecchanical recyycling process needs
further investigation
i
n.

Figure 54
4: DUT_10 (le
eft) and DUT_
_04 (right) witth EMI-shields fixed with adhesive
a
tapee
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9

Individual analysis: Dismantling of remaining parts

9.1

Disassembly of the display module
The disassembly of the display unit is relevant task particularly for the repair
scenario. After unintentionally dropping a device, a fracture of the display glass
is a typical result. In this case an exchange of the display module could be an
option in order to extend the lifetime of the product.
A distinction has to be made (but was not part of the analysis), whether a
“typical” drop of the unit results in a breaking display unit or of the front glass
(touch panel) only. In the latter case easy separation of the front glass from the
display module significantly reduces the need to replace the whole LCD unit.
The display module contains:






the front glass touch panel,
the LCD panel including the glass substrate and polarization filters,
the backlight LEDs including the rear cover
the display driver board (a small rigid or flex PCB fixed on the back or
side of the display module
a connection to the mainboard (mostly a flat-band cable with
connector)

The dismantling exercise showed that the front glass touch panel and the
display panel is always glued together and sometimes additionally enveloped in
metallic tape. The display module is furthermore attached (e.g. with glue,
screws) to an outer frame or an inner fame. The access to the display module is
in general difficult but possible.
One option is to separate the front glass from the actual display panel by using
heat to dissolve the glue that holds the two panels together. This approach was
not only an option but the necessary way to open the DUT_07 and DUT_12
(see description of the disassembly process further below). The design of these
two products allowed the dismantling of the display module in a relative short
time and if carefully done without major damage. The problem on the one
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hand is the two
h
t
small caables connecting the dissplay to the mainboard. If not
k
known
in ad
dvance, thesse cables cou
uld get rippe
ed. On the oother hand, it was
o
only
necessa
ary to detach
h these two
o cables at th
heir connecttors as well as four
s
screws
that connected tthe display panel
p
to the aluminum rear case.
In compariso
on to all oth
her DUTs, wh
here the display modulee was appro
oached
f
from
the bacck side and following th
he removal of
o the batteery and main
nboard, it
w not neccessary to un
was
nscrew, unclip, or detacch in some kkind of way a lot of
t
tiny
subcomponents. Ass a general observation
o
the access tto the displa
ay module
f
from
the bacck side requ
uires a lot off steps (on average 10 to 30 steps). In most
c
cases
all sub
bcomponentts (speakers,, card reader, vibration module, etcc.) needed
t be detach
to
hed and the display module unscrew
wed from thhe inner or outer
o
f
frame.
S
Specific
resu
ults:
As mentione
A
ed before, D
DUT_07 and
d DUT_12 are unique caases which allowed
a
a
d
damage-free
e separation
n of the fron
nt glass (toucch screen) aand the LCD
D panel is
t first step
the
p of the opeening processs. Figure 55
5 shows the separated front
f
glass
a the LCD
and
D panel with
h the cable and
a connectors to the m
mainboard.

Figure 55
5: DUT_07 sep
paration of frront glass and
d LCD panel
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In the case of
o DUT_12 tthe front gla
ass could be quite easilyy lifted off th
he LCD
p
panel
with a guitar pickk after prope
er heating th
he sides of tthe front gla
ass that
c
connect
with
h the alumin
num back co
over. The fro
ont glass neeeds to be ca
arefully
lifted and moved to thee left side. Sp
pecial attenttion needs tto be given to
t the two
c
cables
conne
ecting the to
ouch screen
n and powerr button witth the mainb
board (see
F
Figure
56). The
T glued arrea is on the
e outer part of the frontt glass (whe
ere it
a
attaches
to the
t back covver), is abou
ut 34 cm² large, and com
mes off une
evenly. The
L
LCD
panel and the frontt glass are separated
s
byy a thicker fooam materia
al (doubles
sided
tape). That materiial gets ripped and also comes off uunevenly (it would
n
need
replace
ement in a rrepair scenario).

Figure 56
6: DUT_12 Separation of front glass

TThe next step requires u
unscrewing a total of 4 screws from
m the front (whereas
(
in the case of
o all other D
DUTs the dissplay unit is screwed onn from the back
b
side).
T
Then,
after disconnectin
d
ng the displa
ay cable at the
t main booard the disp
play unit is
c
completely
removed.
r
Th
his connecto
or is secured with a smaall black tape
e (Figure
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57). Positive is the fact tthat there are no smalle
5
er componennts or subasssemblies
a connecte
are
ed to the dissplay unit th
hat needs to
o be detacheed.

Figure 57
7: DUT_12 Separation of display
d
panel from the dev
vice

In compariso
on to the deesign of DUT
T_07 and DU
UT_12, wheere the display unit
c be remo
can
oved from th
he front, all other DUTs feature a ddesign where
e the
d
display
unit needs to bee approached from the rear and aftter removing
g the
b
battery,
the main board
d, and other subassemblies.
Note: We made no atteempts to ope
N
en the otherr DUTs from
m the front because
b
t designs did not sugg
the
gest such an
n approach.
DUT_03 is a typical des ign example
D
e that allowss opening thhe display unit, but
d
does
not allo
ow separatin
ng the display unit from
m the front gglass. Figure
e 58 shows
f
front
part off the DUT_0
03 with the display
d
unit. In the rightt picture we
e are
c
cutting
the plastic
p
studss and copper tapes that are fixing thhe display unit
u to the
o frame an
out
nd a metal sshield that functions as possible innner frame an
nd thermal
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barrier. In Fig
b
gure 59 we are lifting the metal shield off andd reveal the backb
c
cover
of the display unitt.

Figure 58
8: DUT_03 Cu
utting free the
e metal shield
d on the back
k-side of the display
d
unit
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Figure 59
9: DUT_03 Take away the metal shield

In Figure 60 the display unit is still glued
g
to the
e front glass but the bacck-cover
o the displa
of
ay unit open
n revealing the polarizer filter.

Figure 60
0: DUT_03 Op
pen display unit
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DUT_06 is another
D
a
posiitive example for a desig
gn that allow
ws separatin
ng the
f
front
glass from the act ual display panel
p
as well as from thhe frame. In
c
comparison
UTs was it re
elatively easyy to slip a sppatula betwe
een front
to other DU
g
glass
and dissplay and seeparate the glued parts (see Figure 61)

Figure 61
1: DUT_06 sep
paration of frront glass fro
om display un
nit

While attem
W
mpting a simp
ple separatio
on of both parts
p
with a spatula the
e thin
f
front
glass broke
b
in vari ous cases. Following
F
Fig
gure 62 shoows a failed attempt
o the exam
on
mple of DUT
T_02. In the case of DUT
T_02 it was possible to open the
b
back-cover
of
o the displaay module in
ncluding the
e back-light and polarize
ers (see
F
Figure
62 lefft picture), b
but it was no
ot possible to
t separate tthe front-glass from
t display panel
the
p
withou
ut complete
e damage (se
ee Figure 622 right picture).
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Figure 62
2: DUT_02 Failed attempt to separate tthe front glasss from LCD panel
p

TThe separation of the d isplay driverr board requ
uired in mostt cases a cautious
r
removal
of protective
p
taape (see Figu
ure 63). The display drivver boards have
h
been
r
rigid
PCBs and in two caases flex PCBs.

Figure 63
3: DUT_02 (le
eft) and DUT_
_01 (right) tap
ped over disp
play driver board
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9.2

Dismantling of inner frame
Some of the DUTs featured an inner frame made from magnesium. The final
disassembly of the inner frame requires the separation of the display and other
smaller parts such as speakers, push buttons or antennas (see Figure 64).
The frame in most cases is a composite material of magnesium and some
plastics inserts, which cannot be separated manually.

Figure 64: DUT_01 (left) and DUT_05 (right) disassembled frame

A general observation is, that slate designs follow three basic approaches: The
required stiffness of the device is either realized through an aluminum housing
/ back cover (e.g. DUT_07, DUT_11, DUT_12, DUT_17), frequently as a
monobody. Those slates with a plastic housing feature frequently the above
depicted magnesium frames, and only very few devices (e.g. DUT_09) do not
have any larger metal part at all, but a bit stiffer plastics housing.
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10

Recycler perspective

The recycler visited and interviewed (ELPRO, Braunschweig, Germany) in
general rather follows an approach of destructive deep level dismantling where
feasible under economic conditions. Other recyclers are known to be more
focused on shredder technology. The following recycler feedback therefore
cannot be considered representative for WEEE recycling in Europe.

10.1

Perspective of a German WEEE recycler
Today small mobile devices (mobile phones) are given semi-disassembled
(battery removed, but PCB, housing, miscellaneous parts still contained) to the
copper smelter, which yields the same revenue than disassembled boards from
these devices, so extra effort for disassembly momentarily does not yield
additional benefit.
No slates are yet returned for recycling. Any statements on recyclability and
disassembly are based on a first judgment of the products. Disassembly
processes have not been tested yet. In case larger amounts of slates are
returned, disassembly processes would be developed on a trial-and-error basis.
Effects of individual disassembly practice on down-stream processes (e.g.
further separation of plastics fractions, effects of residues on metal parts,
composite material etc.) is highly speculative and cannot be judged adequately
by the dismantler. The recycler cannot give a definite answer about likely
recycling practice consequently. Having said this, following statements have
been made by the recycler and include conclusions made on the basis of the
discussions:
Clips are preferred by the recycler as they are easier to break for fast access to
the inner components of the slate.
It would be helpful to know in advance about the opening mechanism; in case
of clips this should include information, in which direction the housing should
be opened.
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“Low-cost devices” are usually easier to disassemble and better to recycle than
high-end devices as they feature fewer connections in general and less
composite materials. It is likely, although detailed evidence is missing, that
high-end products might contain more valuable materials, but this advantage
from the recyclers’ perspective is compensated by the more robust design (thus
time consuming disassembly) and increased use of composite materials
hampering high-level material recovery.
Plastics are separated in white (including light grey) plastics, which are of
significantly higher plastics value and black plastics. Metal foils attached to
plastics parts reduce the value of the plastics fraction, and might be given to an
additional shredding process for separation.
Coating and plastics parts attached to bulk plastics parts also reduce the value
of the plastics fractions ABS, white mixed plastics and black mixed plastics.
Further separation at the plastics recycler is very likely, but not known to the
dismantler.
Huge number of screws is problematic as it increases disassembly time, >10
screws to remove a metal shielding is not acceptable (2 - 6 screws are
acceptable). In such cases the recycler presumably would test ways of a more
crude processing to remove shields faster or to give the device to a shredder
unless the battery is still contained.
Glued-in battery might be preferable over screwed-on battery, under the
condition that a spatula can easily be placed under the battery for leverage.
Cables will be cut-off, regardless whether they are fixed with a connector or
soldered.
All PCBs found in slates are considered high-value material (highest PCB grade;
including explicitly those from the low-cost slates), including the display board,
and would be removed, if easily accessible (and if the copper smelter makes a
distinction, see above).
No removal of EMI shields from PCBs is undertaken as the amount of material
is not worth the effort. As PCBs are shredded later on, potentially with a
further separation of fractions, it might yield a different separation whether
shields are clipped-on, screwed or soldered.
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Flex-foil cables and boards are high-value and will be separated, if easily
accessible (to be ripped off). Flex-foils are given to the high-value PCB fraction.
In case flex-foils are not separated, they will be diluted among other fractions
and the valuable materials (i.e. gold) are actually lost.
Magnesium is of interest for recycling in general, but currently the amounts of
magnesium from other products (trend among laptops: Amount of magnesium
reduced to close to zero) are negligible, that’s why currently no distinct
magnesium fraction is collected, i.e. separated.
Aluminum housing is of high interest for material recycling and justifies a
slightly increased disassembly effort. Magnets (or other metal parts such as
copper, less so plastics parts – e.g. the GSM cover) attached to the aluminum
housing can reduce the recovery value significantly.
In general, robustness and highly integrated design are in contradiction to a
good recyclability and easy dismantling.
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Summary

Among the 21 DUT analyzed there are huge differences in terms of
complexity, i.e. in terms of number of process steps required, types of
connections used, parts to be removed before access to others is possible.
Some devices seem to be over-designed in terms of used screws in particular,
but this might be due to some design and robustness considerations which are
not obvious at first glance.

11.1

Thermal issues
Thermal issues seem to be not of high relevancy for slates, thus use of
certain metal parts and (thermally better conductive) composites does not seem
to be justified for thermal reasons. This statement, however, needs further
verification (e.g. a detailed analysis of battery ageing due to slightly increased
temperatures). Metal housings are favorable for better thermal
management as long as the metal housing does not spread heat from
the electronics part over the battery.

11.2

Design considerations for the first scenario – repair and refurbishment
The objective is to create options for repairmen and refurbishers for the nondestructive and reversible removal and replacement of some potentially
replaced components by such activities. Additional interviews with repairmen
and refurbishers should be conducted to determine how deeply they would
commonly need to disassemble the product. In this report the removal and
replacement of the battery, main circuit board and front glass from touch
screen displays is addressed to cover the broad range of hypothetical repair and
replacement needs. The choice of these target components for repair and
replacement is not yet based on any failure statistics. Among these three target
assemblies, the mainboard presumably is the one, which rarely needs repair,
and accidental damage of the display and front glass might be among the most
frequent failures, but this statement is not evidence based.
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11.2.1 Opening of the device
The DUTs featured a great variety of designs with respect to the back-cover and
housing. The majority was made out of colored plastics. Some DUTs featured
rubber coatings. Out of the 21 DUTs a total of six DUTs featured aluminum
housing.
We identified three principle opening mechanisms: clips, screws, and adhesives
as well as combinations of these. A robust design is important for a long
product life. Mobile devices are prone to be dropped or spilt on. Using clips,
screws, and adhesives in combination will avoid unintended opening of the
device.
In order to open the DUTs without damage in some cases multiple covers
needed to be separated such as camera or speaker covers. Not one of the DUTs
featured an obvious opening mechanism or supported the opening by
providing a grove for allowing easy access for a leverage tool.
With respect to the repair scenario robust clips and screws are feasible design
solutions supporting damage-free opening and closing of the slate. The use of
adhesive is suboptimal but possible. This will require cleaning and applying new
adhesive when closing the device again.
Typically, devices have to be opened either from the back or (few cases) from
the front side, removing the display first. In all these cases a repair shop has to
work through the whole device before reaching the components placed on the
opposite side of the device (display from the backside, usually the battery
and/or mainboard from the front side). Two slates feature a design, where the
housing is opened in a way that the frame with the display and the
remaining battery-mainboard part are readily separated, although the
opening of these devices is not as straight forward as with several others. Once
opened rather easy access to main parts display, battery and mainboard is
provided.
For independent repair shops, but partly also for independent recyclers it is of
high interest to get hold of information about the opening mechanism in
advance to save time and more important in case of repair to avoid damage to
the surface and parts.
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11.2.2 Removal of battery
Despite the specifically designed DUT_21, the disassembly test revealed two
basic fastening designs for the battery. The first design option features a
battery housing (type of tray) made out of plastics or metal that is attached
with an average of four screws to the device. It is unclear why some of the
DUTs featured a high number of screws for attaching the battery (e.g. DUT_18
featured 12 screws). With respect to the second design option the battery is
directly glued mostly with two strips of adhesives into the device. Both designs
are robust and secure the battery in the device.
With respect to the repair scenario both options are feasible although screws
have a slight advantage in terms of reversibility and safety. The glued option
would most likely require a very delicate approach to lifting the battery. A very
interesting solution is DUT_05 that provided a small non-adhesive strip at the
end of the adhesive tape that was attached to the backside of the battery. This
way the adhesive tapes could be easily pulled off in order to remove the
battery without requiring further tools, once the battery is accessible.
The glued option will most likely also require a cleaning process.
Beneficial for repair is an access to the battery without the need to
remove the mainboard, which typically speeds up the process of battery
replacement, if deemed necessary.
Batteries with a connector cable to the mainboard are easier to replace than
those with soldered wires.

11.2.3 Dismantling of mainboard
With respect to the repair scenario the general utilization of connectors and
screws are positive design features. The use of connectors allows for a nondestructive separation of the components. Easy access to connectors (on the
upper side of the boards) and screws (not hidden under tapes, access from
above) are favorable.
From the detailed disassembly of the mainboard we can draw the conclusion
that the large number of connected sub-components (incl. card reader,
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cameras, antennas, speakers) requires a considerable amount of time and
delicate handling in the disassembly process, if non-destructive removal of the
board is intended. The use of screws for securing the mainboard is a typical
design. What was surprising was the sometimes large number of screws
(DUT_05 with 7 screws) with which the mainboard was attached.
11.2.4 Dismantling of display unit
The dismantling of the display unit is a particularly relevant for the repair
scenario although the separation of the glass and recovery of specific materials
(e.g. rare earth metals from the LEDs or indium from the display) might be of
interest for recyclers in the long-term future.
With respect to the repair scenario the front opening and simple connecting
approach of DUT_07 and DUT_12 with only 4 screws and two connectors
appears very practical. The procedure is still sophisticated and should not be
done by a lay person. The exchange of front glass touch panel or the display
unit requires professional substitution of the glued parts.
In some slates the front glass can be quite easily lifted off the LCD panel,
which is a good option, if only the front glass is broken and needs replacement.
In the case of the other products, the non-destructive removal of the display
was mainly complicated by the considerable amount of steps that are necessary
to gain access. These multiple steps increase the danger of damaging other
subassemblies or parts of the product. They are also very time-consuming. Due
to the fact that most parts are fastened with connectors and screws,
reversibility of the process is possible.
11.3

Design considerations for the second scenario – commercial recycling for
optimal material recovery
The objective is to create options for recycling facilities to conduct the
following: depollution of the product by removal of battery and other required
components, and removal of components that contain the highest resource
and/or financial value if recycled in a clean stream separate from other
materials. It is assumed that following removal of these components, the
product will be shredded for material recycling. Interviews with additional
recyclers should be conducted to determine how deeply they would commonly
chose to manually disassemble before shredding. In this report the removal of
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the battery, main circuit board, and aluminum or magnesium housing and
frames is addressed. Dismantling the display unit for separate recycling is not
indicated at this time.
11.3.1 Opening of the device
With respect to the recycling scenario other design requirements apply. Time
efficient opening and dismantling of the main subassemblies is the main
interest of the recycler. The separation of individual material fractions must be
achieved within a few seconds and under a minute in order to be cost efficient.
The opening must be possible with rough tools (not small screw drivers and
pliers) allowing instant access and leverage. The destructive approach of the
recycler has one limitation: the safe removal of the battery.
Notches for easier opening of the housing have been mentioned also by the
recycler as a potentially useful design feature.
Monomaterial plastic housing parts without coatings, inserted metal
windings, metal shields attached are better to recycle than composite materials.
White plastic parts have a higher recycling value than colored or black plastics
parts.
11.3.2 Dismantling of housing or frame
Aluminum housing parts are of interest for a recycler and even justify an
increased dismantling effort, if no problematic composite materials remain as
residues on the metal parts. An inner magnesium frame similarly is of interest
for metal recycling, but as currently only minor amounts of magnesium are
contained in typical WEEE and much higher aluminum amounts, only for the
latter recycling logistics are established at large, and magnesium might not be
separated.
11.3.3 Removal of battery
The removal of the battery is required in the European Union through the
WEEE directive. Slate DUT_21 features readily replaceable batteries, so
exchange and separation at end of life is no issue at all (as long as the device is
handed over to the recycler with the battery still attached).
With respect to the second scenario (recycling) the safe removal of the battery
has the highest priority for the recycler. The recycler should have knowledge
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about the position of the battery in order to avoid damage and the danger of
an explosion, fire and exposure of chemicals. Damage to other parts of the
product or connectors is not a factor for recyclers. A low number of screws
(about 4) as well as a moderate utilization of adhesives (1 or 2 strips) will
improve the time efficiency.
The specific design of DUT_21 has considerable advantages and supports both
scenarios in the best possible way.
11.3.4 Dismantling of mainboard
The dismantling of the mainboard is a relevant scenario due to the component
and material value.
A direct access to the mainboard is of greatest value. The use of screws is less
problematic if the number of screws is kept low or if the screws can be broken
out. The use of connectors would probably also not interfere with a recycling
scenario because they are easily ripped apart. Also, a glued option is feasible as
long as a leverage tool can be easily slipped underneath the main board.
11.3.5 Dismantling of display unit
LCD displays contain rare earth elements in minute quantities in the LED
backlights, and recycling systems are not in place to recover them efficiently. In
the future it may be indicated that such materials be recovered and recycling
capabilities may be developed. At that time dismantling of the display unit and
particularly of LED backlights may be indicated for recycling. Furthermore,
minor amounts of gold are typically used for interconnects and connectors of
LEDs, and line and row controlling ICs. If these can be ripped apart (flex
boards), they can be processed with high value printed circuit board fractions
for precious metal recovery. Design features in this respect have not been
analysed in detail as it is not known, that such minor assemblies are separated
by any LCD processing facility.
With respect to the recycling scenario the time needed to separate the display
unit from the rest of the device is critical. As slate displays do not contain
mercury containing backlights, separation of the display is of lower priority than
for e.g. older laptops, monitors and TV sets. The front approach again seems to
have advantages in that respect.
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Summary

11.4

Additional Observations and Outlook
In general there is no optimal design, which is the best option under all
scenarios: Those devices, which feature better access to battery and
mainboard for replacement and repair typically do not allow easy
access to the display unit and vice versa. Also the question whether screws
or glues and adhesives are preferable cannot be answered unambiguously: For
repair screws are the better option, but for material separation glue seems to
be favorable over a multitude of screws. Products, which seem to be more
robust (but be aware that robustness as such was not analyzed in this study)
are less disassembly-friendly. We strongly recommend clarifying and
discussing realistic scenarios first, before taking our analysis as a basis to define
EPEAT criteria:
Which components actually might need repair or replacement?
Who is supposed to do repair typically (OEM service contractors, independent
professionals, or experienced lay persons)?
Who is in charge of recycling (take back of large numbers of units with same
design or general WEEE recyclers with a broad and varying material input flow,
deep level dismantling or shredding)?
A repair scenario makes no sense, if spare parts are not available. If these
scenarios are not evaluated properly in advance, criteria might reflect scenarios,
which are not relevant in practice.
In the development of eco-design criteria there are several general observations
that must be considered, and that would apply to all or most end-of-life
scenarios.
We observed huge differences in terms of product design and complexity,
causing the methods of product disassembly to vary greatly. If the individual
handling the product does not have access to specific design information, there
can be unfortunate outcomes, such as:
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A repairer or refurbisher could cause unnecessary damage, possibly
degrading the product’s value.
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Efforts at depollution could be ineffective.



A recycler could spend unnecessary time accessing critical components,
increasing cost and possibly even making their recovery cost prohibitive.

Only in exceptional cases such information is available, e.g. as a comprehensive
service manual. For these products in particular, a source of disassembly
information could be made available to repairers, refurbishers and recyclers to
enhance their processes.
Removal of the housing to open the device is essential for all handlers, but it is
often not at all apparent how this can be done, nor was their much evidence
that ease of access was taken into consideration in product design, except for a
few products.
There is little evidence in most product designs that the needs of the end-of-life
actors have been taken into consideration. However, there is great variability,
and there are notable exceptions, which demonstrate the viability of
opportunities to do so.
In the report we use several terms such as “easy”, “bad access”, “suboptimal”,
“simplicity”, etc. These concepts may be apparent in application, but are
problematic when defining eco-design requirements. We also note that “to
quantify process times for recycling or repair…no metrics can address properly
the design specifics of slates….” Thus we focus on “design facts and
differences”. Likely eco-design guidelines will also need to take this approach.
We also note that the availability of spare parts is essential for any repair or
refurbishment activity. This was not investigated.
Finally, it has to be stressed again, that in the course of developing EPEAT
criteria it is required to discuss thoroughly, whether any of the D4R design
measures has an adverse effect on other life cycle aspects (e.g. reducing
the number of screws on the mainboard might mean less robustness for
connectors; more clips on the cover mean better robustness and one breaking
clip of many might be tolerated, but disassembly times will increase with the
number of clips; avoiding composite material might require a larger form factor
and higher overall resource consumption) or on device performance (e.g. less
integrated design might need a change to a battery with less capacity, thus
potentially a shorter overall product lifetime).
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